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Votes are counted and the 
junior class has made Bette 
Mullaney their 1960 Prom Queen. 
1st attendant is Judy Sharp and 
2nd attendant is Brenda Musico. 
Miss Mullaney, the Sodallty's 
eandidate, . is an Evening College 
student. Both · Miss Sharp, the 
Knights of Columbus candidate, 
First Attendant 
Judy Sharp 
Dr. Steible Named 
Guest Speaker A.t 
·Honor Convocation 
Dr. Daniel Steible, professor 
of English at Our Lady of Cin-
cinnati College, will be the prin-
cipal speaker at the annual 
Honors Convocation c:in Wednes-
day, May 4 at 1 :30 p.m. The 
convocation which is iheld to 
honor students who have merited 
special awards in academic and 
extra-curricular work will be 
held in the Schmitt Memorial 
Fieldhouse. 
Senior Albert Meehley, 1959-60 
President of Alpha Sigma Nu, the 
National Jesuit Honor Fraternity, 
will deliver the student address. 
Mechley Is a philosophy major 
from CJneJnnati who spent four 
yean In the Navy before coming 
to Xavier. He will graduate in 
June. 
The Very Rev. Paul L. O'Con-
nor, S.J., president of Xavier 
University, will confer these 
honors at this convocation of 
the entire student body and 
faculty. 
and Miss Musico, the Accounting 
Club candidate, are Evening Col-
lege students also, the former hav-
ing transferred from Ohio State 
this past semester. 
Coronation ceremonies will be 
held Saturday evening at the 
Sheraton-Gibson Roof Gardens, 
sometime between 9 p.m. and 
1 a;m. The occasio111,. ·will be 
helped along by Bill Walters 
and his group of musicians, and 
Second Attendant 
Brenda Musico 
all other particulars have been 
tiiken care of by Don Abbruzzese 
and his Prom Council. 
For tonight an informal boat ride 
has been plaJuted on the Johnson 
Party Boat, as a preliminary to the 
tormai Prom tomorrow. The boat 
leaves the Cincinnati public land· 
ing at approximately 8:30 p.m., 
and cruises up towards Coney 
Island and back agabJ. 
Then tomorrow night the Prom, 
the music, the coronation; and 
the Junior Jests, wherein the 
students have been given an 
opportunity to get all sorts of 
things into print. 
IN THE NEWS 
"For the justification of such 
false or illusory solutions, r.o-
caUed political anti-Semitism 
employs a set of arguments 
which have no rational valid-
1ity • •• " 
Jacques Maritain submits a 
pest editorial ••• pqe 2. 
BULL,ETIN 
All 1:!:30 classes on l\lay 4 will 
be dismissed at I :OO p.m. Special 
dress regulation for the convoca-
tion requires a coat and tie. Mili-
tary uniform is acceptable if formal 





We present a NEWS first! For 
the first time in the history of 
tlle paper, th'e XAVIER UNIVER-
SITY NEWS feels that it can no 
longer remain silent on the issue 
of a presidential election! J.D.D. 
Having given careful consider-
ation, and equal interview time 
to all the candidates concerned 
in the up-coming primary, the 
NEWS has selected a promising 
dark horse with a phenomenal 
new party platform, and has 
singled him out for achievement. 
So unusual and revolutionary .is 
this new platform, and the man 
whose genius sparks it, that we 
can no longer withhold our 
whole-hearted support. The 
NEWS is backing Wintergreen! 
Until recently, our candidate 
was virtuaJly unknown in many 
parts of the country. Now, how-
ever, his new platform--Jounded 
firmly in love-is literally sweep-
ing it by storm! His first cam-
paign attempt was made in 1931, 
but he was forced to accept the 
consolation prize. He revived the 
party platform in 1956 for a 
smash-up cross-country cam-
paign, and now he is back with 
us in 1960 to stage a mammoth 
rally right here in Cincinnati! 
Watch for notices! It is being 
1·umored that . he may speak 
here on campus! 
It was this reporter's pride and 
privilege to be able to interview 
this great American in his modest 
hotel suite above the executive 
offices of temporary party head-
quarters here. This dynamic new 
personality shows a vigor and de-
cisiveness in every word and 
action, that ls truly fascinating. He 
has definite ideas about the Phil-
ippines, and the herring situation 
up in Mismark. When asked about 
his opinion of the entertainment 
world, he respeetrully replied: "I 
have notions on the salaries of 
movie queens •... " Then, making 
(Continued on Page 10) 
"Weekend In Monaco" 
Tiventy-Eiglit Scliools 
Marx Invitational Tournament 
Scheduled For This Weekend 
by J. Ward Doering, News Associate Editor 
This weekend Xavier's Poland 
Philopedian Debaters will play 
host to the fifth annual Robert 
S. Marx National Invitational 
Debate Tournament at the Sher-
aton-Gibson Hotel. 
Competing for Xavier will be 
sophomore Franklin Polk and 
freshman Joseph Meissner. 
Robert S. Marx 
Twenty-eight schools will at-
tend this year's tournament 
making it the largest. ever held 
at Xavier. Among the schools to 
be represented are Augustana 
College of Rock Island, Illinois, 
and Northwestern University, 
the top two teams in last year's 
meet and the only schools ever 
to win this tournament. 
Each participating college sends 
two debaters who will argue this 
year's nalional collegiate debate 
topic, "R,;solved: That congress 
should have the power to reverse 
decisions of the Supreme Court." 
They will debate each side of 
the topic in every round of the 
meet. 
The tournament is divided into 
two pa1·ts. First each team will 
debate six times. At the con-
clusion o{ these debates, the 
eight teams having the best 
records will be named to the 
finals. 
The winner will be picked from 
among these finalists in a single 
elimination type contest. 
Other schools entered this year 
arc: American University, Bradley 
University, Buchnell . University, 
Capital College, John Carroll Uni-
versity, Case Tech, University of 
Cincinnati, Dennison University, 
University of Detroit, University 
of Florida, University of Ken-
tucky, King's College, Loyola Uni-
versity, Marquette University, Uni-
versity of Miami, Michigan State 
University, Notre Dame Univer-
sity, .Ohio--State- University, Ohio 
University, Miami University, Uni-
versity of Rhode Island, Ohio Wes-
leyan University, University of 
Rochester, St. Louis University, 
and Southern Methodist University. 
Petersen, Doherty Tie For First Plac"e 
In Fifth Dean's Speech Tourney 
The finals of The Dean's Speech 
Tournament held Wednesday after-
noon in the Armory resulted· in a 
two-way tie for first place be-
tween Robert Peterson and Dennis 
Doherty. Robert Peterson, a junior 
English major from Evanston, Illi-
nois, used for his subject "Khrusch-
chev Before the Summit." Dennis 
Doherty, NEWS editor, talked 
about "Diplomatic Poker." 
Third place went to James Zer-
kel, a Chicago junior who is also 
a member of the Sodality and the 
Radio Club. His subject was "Will 
the Summit Affect our Military 
Status?" Tied for fourth place 
were band member Dan Deighan 
with "Nuclear Disarmament," and 
Mermaid Taverner Michael Rogers 
with "Why West Berlin?" 
The three S~ech Trophies for 
first, second, and third place, plus 
two certificates of honorable men-
tion, both provided by the Xavier 
University Dads Club, were pre-
sented. by Mr. Ferd Hengehold 
immediately after the decision of 
the judges. 
Plans Ready For Family Day 
Friday, May 13, the students of 
Xavier University and their par· 
ents will begin one of the most 
active and important weekends of 
the school year. During the week-
end of the 13th, 14th, and 15th of 
May, they will participate In Xav-
ier's annual Family Day eelebra· 
tlon. On ,Saturday, May 14, the 
actual Family Day will be high· 
lighted by an evening of Casino 
and Dancing at the Fieldhouse. 
Festivities will begin Friday 
night for the students and their 
dates at the Clef Club concert 
and dance. After the concert por· 
tion' of this event, to which Xav-
ier parents are cordially invited, 
the President's Reception for 
faculty and parents will be held 
in the Cash Room of Logan HalJ. 
Students are reminded that this 
party will be open to parents 
only. 
Mass in Bellarmine Chapel at 
10:30 a.m. will mark the begin-
ning of Saturday's festivities. 
Flag raising and a Pershing Rifle 
drill will follow at the flag pole 
near the tennis courts at 2: 00 
p.m. Xavier's baseball Musketeers 
will host the Flyers from Dayton 
University at 2: 15. 
South Hall will be the scene 
of the next event of the day. 
From 3: 00 p.m. until Benediction 
at .the Shrine at 4: 45, the Masque 
Society of Xavier University will 
perform for students and parents. 
This year Xavier's dramatic 
society will offer George Gersh-
win's "Of Thee I Sing." Dinner 
in the Xavier cafeteria will be 
the next order of business of the 
day. Mrs. Lappin and her compe· 
tent staff wlll begin serving at 
5:00 p.m. 
Something new has been added 
to Family Day. In addition to 
the usual band concert and dance 
in the fieldhouse, Xavier students, 
their dates, and families will be 
given an opportunity to try their 
luck at various games of chance 
in the Casino Room of the field-
house. This is the reason for the 
"WEEKEND IN MONACO" theme 
of Family Day this year. After 
Mr. Maringer and the Xavier 
band have given what promises 
to be one of their best concerts 
beginning at 7:30 p.m., the Casino 
night will begin in the field-
house. Sammy Leeds and his 
orchestra will provide music for 
dancing at one end of the build-
ing, while the games are held :it 
the other. 
DaneJnc and Casino are selled· 
uled to berln at approslmately 
9:00 p.m. Every pme of ehanee 
(Continued on Page 10) 
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X.U. News Editorials 
Lack Of Foretliouglit 
Too much has already been written about the abolitiol'l; of 
capital punishment and too little done ~o settle ~he question 
one way or the other. However, the antics of Oh10 Governor 
Michael V. DiSalle regarding the case of murderer Frank 
Poindexter did more than set off world wide reaction on 
this point alone. 
Governor DiSalle's method of investigating the circum-
stances of the killing was an exhibition of a man using his 
legal right without prudent forethough~. Regardless. of tl~e 
necessity of prompt action, the gov.ernor s meth?d .of mvesb-
gation very definitely cast dispers10ns on the Jurisprudence 
of our courts. 
We certainly hope that this was not a_n intention~! affront. 
But we certainly are sorry to see a man m such an important 
and respected position exhibit such a lack of tact and thought. 
This issue will certainly be remembered by people who respect 
the courts when the next gubernatorial election in the state 
of Ohio is held. 
Student Service 
Many of the student services at Xavier are rarely praised 
either vocally or in print. But the directors of one o~ these 
services went out of their way recently to do somethmg for 
a few students. 
We refer to the Xavier cafeteria. During the Easter holi-
days most of the boarding students went home, but about 
fifteen stayed three days for the final retreat. 
Although these days were not scheduled as boarding days, 
the fifteen students were allowed to eat free by using their 
boarding passes. Although it may not have cost the university 
very much to feed these students, it represented a total saving 
for the students of over a hundred dollars. · 
This may not have seemed like much to Mrs. Lappin and 
her staff, but to those helped it meant a great deal. 
On behalf of these men, the NEWS says thank you to 
Mrs. Lappin and the staff of the cafeteria. 
Anti-Seniitism Prevalent 
"In countries with a large Jewish national minority, it is 
obvious that the presence of an ethnic mass with its ow;1 
traditions, schools and tongue, creates a special problem con-
cerning civil life and the general welfare of the State. 
Instead of offering proper political solutions to problems 
of a political order, anti-Semitism, even that so-called politi-
cal anti-Semitism of which I am speaking at the moment, 
brings to bear on these problems already falsified beyoi;id 
recognition, solutions that are themselves false: laws of dis-
crimination and measures of persecution designed to induce 
total emigration, which is, moreover, impossible. 
For the justification of such false or illusory solutions, 
so-called political anti-Semitism employs a set of arguments 
which have no rational validity, but which have great emo-
tional force, and which slip furtively over into racial anti-
semitism. Indeed, from recent Jewish immigrants whom alone 
it first pretends to attack, it extends little by little to J,ews 
long established in the land, and to assimilated Jews, even to 
converted Jews; in short, to Jews as such, against whom it 
finally raises the racial myth .... 
Never before in the history of the world were the Jews 
persecuted so universally; and never has persecution attacked, 
as today, both Jews and Christians. We can see here a sign 
that we have entered upon an apocalyptic period of history .... 
Much love, a great spirit of justice and charity, are required 
to cleanse that atmosphere." A Christian Looks At The 





by J. Ward Doering, NEWS Associate Editor 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• The long Easter layoff for the 
News is playing havoc with this 
column this week. Most of the 
shows I saw have left town. 
As best I remember, here are 
the names of the movies I saw and 
their ratings. 
"Who Was That Lady" B plus. 
"The Golden Fish" (a short with 
"Lady") A plus. 
"Our Man In Havana" C. 
"Last Voyage" A minus. 
The supporting characters are, 
in general, good too. Spring Bying-
ton has taken a short vacation from 
the little screen to play the grand-
mother. The three kills make ex-
cellent brats-especially the water-
dropping, lock-picking baby. And 
remember "The Shaggy Dog"? 
He's bacl,, taking tranquilizers 
now. 
If you can find a night this 
weekend-what with the boat 
ride and Prom-you should go 
see it. I give it ... A-. 
Music Stand 
by John Lopdon 
Jazz Bohemia, 4922 Vine in St. 
Bernard, now is open six nights a 
week-Monday through Saturday. 
During the week, there will be no 
admission charge, music will be 
provided by a variety of artists, 
and drink prices will be lowered. 
The Jazz Bo serves espresso coffee 
together with a full selection of 
other drinks. 
Moonlite Gardens opens its sea-
son tomorrow night with Peter 
Palmer, his voices and orchestra-
a Ray Conniff-style organization. 
Clyde McCoy, trumpeter of "Sugar 
Blues" fame, comes in May 7, 
sharing the stand with Clyde 
Trask's band. On May 14, the 
Seniors, a local singing group, will 
be backed by Bill Walters' Orches-
tra. Jimmy Palmer, who, fronts a 
band which works mainly in hotel 
balirooms, comes in May 20 and 
21. The band for the first full week 
of dancing, May 25-29, will be that 
of Burt Farber. Ladies Night, by 
the way, will be on Wednesday 
instead of Thursday this year. 
N anle bands coming to Coney 
later in the season include both 
Do1·sey orchestras, Buddy Morrow, 
Ralph Marterie, Les Brown, Rich-
ard Maltby, and the Four Fresh-
men. 
One of the best orchestras in the 
country will be at Castle Farm on 
May 7. The band is led by Harry 
James, once again playing the one-
nighters after many years of semi-
retirement. The band has been a 
solid hit in engagements in New 
York, Las Vegas, and other cities. 
I've caught several of the re-
hearsals for "Of Thee I Sing," the 
Masque Society musical being pre-
sented in South Hall next week-
end. This is going to be a good 
show. With a combination of 
Gershwin music, a bevy of good-
looking girls .(I wasn't at the re-
hearsals just to listen to the mu-
sic!) and the enthusiasm of the 
whole company, top-flight enter-
tainment is a sure result. Don't 
miss the show. 
PLATTER PICKS-
Columbia Records has added 
many big names to its contract list 
in the past year; the latest is com-
poser-arranger-leader-pianist An-
dre Previn. Equally at home in a 
jazz club or on a concert stage, in 
a recqrding studio or a movie 
sound set (Previn won an Oscar 
this ·year for his arranging for 
"Porgy and Bess."), Previn aims 
his first . Columbia album at the 
pop-jazz audience. Called "Like 
Love," the album is a collection of 
tunes with the word LOVE in the 
title. Previn's piano is backed by 
a string orchestra; the result is in 
a George Shearing mood-music 
vein. Good listenfog; Previn will 
sell a lot of records for Columbia. 
Other new albums include a 
jazz treatment of the score from 
"Guys and Dolls" by an all-star 
group led by Teddy Charles, who 
appeared recently at the Piano 
Lounge. All the arrangements are 
fresh and interesting. "Fugue for 
Tinhorns" is still a great show 
tune. 
The comedy team of Wayne and 
Shuster have appeared on Ed Sul-
livan's show many times. Now 
they have a comedy album out. 
Theirs is a less "sick" approach 
than Shelley Berman or Lenny 
Bruce. "Frontier Psychiatrist," and 
"I Was A TV Addict" are the best 
of the skits on the album. 
Still in town when I wrote this 
was "Please Don't Eat the Daisies" 
at the Albee. This comedy bears a 
slight resemblance to the book. 
This is an advantage for the movie, 
allowing some unity to the plot. XAVIER UNIVERSITY NEWS 
Doris Day (a blonde from Evan-
stor) and David Niven (no known 
connection with Cincinnati) play 
the starring roles. 
As usual in Doris Day movies 
there are a few songs with some 
connection to the story-not too 
much, though. But who cares? To 
my mind she should sing 111orc in 
her movies. 
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by Tom Cahill and .Jack LeMoult 
····························~· The other night we dropped 
by South Hall to watch the 
Masque Society rehearse fo11 their 
up and coming presentation of 
the musical, "Of Thee I Sing." 
We were pleasantly surprised to 
see that since our freshman year 
the club has grown tremendously. 
There on the stage was a cast 
the likes of which we had never 
expected to see at a Masque 
production. Here were beautiful 
girls, regular Masque thespians, 
and assorted extroverts from all 
over' the university. 
Leading this group is a man of 
no small talent; a man who knows 
his business so well that we· find 
it hard to believe that he would 
settle for a job in a school which is 
apathetic about his endeavors. Otto 
Kvapil is, in our opinion, a master 
director .. Anyone who saw "The 
Importance of Being Earnest" will 
realize what we mean. If Mr. 
Kvapil wants his cast to look 
happy or sad he first demonstrates, 
then explaills, and the outcome is 
always exactly what the audience 
wants. 
It is amazing to see what that 
group can do with the little 
material they have. South Hall 
is about the poorest playhouse 
anyone could hope to give a play 
in, but because of the excellent 
Masque spirit and the skill of 
the stage managers, they are 
able to convert this veritable 
pumpkin into a theatrical golden 
stagecoach carrying the audience 
into the world of the drama. 
We cannot rightfully damn the 
university for giving so little 
support to this group; we are 
not fully acquainted with the 
facts. We can only say that for 
many this is more a co-curricu-
lar than an extra-curricular 
activity. This is probably one of 
the best Masque groups in the 
country. If there is anything the 
school can do for them, let's do 
it. Any student who misses the 
production of "Of Thee I Sing" 
be:cause he doesn't feel like 
going, will be missing one of 
those parts of college life that 





~ Commentary v 
by .Jerry Martin, News Managing Editor 
·····~························· "Obligation" is a funny word or a nasty subject, depending on your 
disposition. This in mind, Com-
mentary would like to discuss the 
funny or nasty topic of newspapers 
and the American. Does one have 
an obligation to read newspapers? 
A silly question-a person does of 
course have some obligations, but 
reading Scripps-Howard is not 
among them. The sports page, Ann 
Landers, Pogo are read not be-
cause of any inherent obligation, 
but because one enjoys them. 
Other parts of the paper are a) 
riot read, because b) they are not 
enjoyed. A nice approach, but I 
wonder. 
I talked to a man yesterday who 
knew nothing at all of the Sabin 
vaccine. He has a year-old child. 
I talked to such a man the day 
before. And no doubt I'll meet one 
such tomorrow. This vaccine has 
been more highly publicized than 
Senator Kennedy or the Cincin-
nati baseball team. And it was 
more important than either, to 
him, to his child. Obligation? 
How many thousands of people 
will vote for John Kerinedy be-
cause he is a Catholic, or against 
him because he is Catholic? For or 
against him because Jacqueline 
Kennedy is a handsome woman? 
Obligation? 
The question woiild be, do we 
have some sort of an obligation to 
be informed? Must we follow up 
the fact that we are part of a 
frightfully social society? Preach-
ing? Quite probably. I'm sure 
Caesar never i·ead a newspaper. 
............................... 
!S1~K! 
by R. DeVereau:s: Vanek ............................... 
Every year about graduation 
time the old bull starts flying, 
"These are the four best years 
of your life," "You'll never be 
as happy again," etc., etc. Now 
I'd like to keep all the seniors 
from flunking by goading them 
to their best with a few re-
minders. 
Remember the times you didn't 
eat on Sunday because you <lrank 
all your money away Saturday 
night? Sure you do. How many 
hours were wasted at South Hall 
between classes when you could 
have beeri out drinking? The 
reason you didn't get your sclse<l-
ule arranged the way you wante<l 
it was because your last name 
ended in S. Some moron with a 
name like Anapest was on the 
I , 
gravy train with the softies while 
you got stuck with teachers who 
took the courses seriously. 
The dorm students remember 
that first chicken dinner I'll bet. 
Sure you do, the one with the 
gravy made of flour, water, and 
mud. Remember the weekends 
you had to st~y in because you 
got in at one o'clock instead of 
twelve-thfrty and your only 
excuse was that your car had 
been demolished by a train? 
It shouldn't be hard to recall 
the weekends you could have 
gone out if a teacher hadn't 
assigned a good book like "What 
Are We Going To Do About 
Zen Buddhism in France?" How 
many hours were spent trying 
(Continued on Page 7) 









Xavier repeated this year as 
winner of the Intercollegiate 
Latin Contest. It was Xavier's 
eleventh win in the last twelve 
years. 
derhaar finished second, and soph-
omores Allan Krepina and Patrick 
Flynn were firth and ninth. 
Xavier received seventeen 
points to finish first. Second 
was St. Louis with eleven, and 
John Carroll of Cleveland was 
third with ten points. No school 
other than Xavier had more than 
two papers among the top ten. 
Competing in the contest are 
all Jesuit colleges in the Chicago, 
Detroit, and Missouri provinces. 
Each school may enter up to 
three papers. 
All three papers submitted by 
Xavier this year ranked among 
the top ten. Freshman Alan Von-
Wayne Fehr, '59, had won 
first place the past three years, 
and also finished second in his 
freshman year. 
For Meo" at Home ... 




(with Vitamin D) 
QUALITY v' CHEKD 
ICE CREAM 
n.y can'1 be beat as Healthful Food 
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite 
Food Store I For Home Delivery can CHerry 
1-l880, or ask your French-Bauer driver! 
~ . / ~- I -- ...., PIODUC1S SKI , ... 
r~ I .. ,,_... ___ '°_,,..,,,..,,,,. 
• 
Tal(e an Esterbrool( on 
your next flight of fancy! 
Sure, skywriting's fun. But-indoors-it's hard on 
the furniture. This is where Esterbrook comes in 
bill'! It's perfect for indoor flights of fancy. 
" ' 
Esterbrook has 32 custom-fitted pen points. One 
is sure to suit your personality. If you doi-t't have 
any personality, the right Esterbrook point will fake 
it for you just fine. . 
Another thing, Esterbrook· Fountain Pens tend 
to cost a lot less than airplanes. Esterbrook foun-
tain pens slart at $2.95. 
And there is one more thing ... Esterbrook uses 
that amazing new miracle discovery-ink. Pick up 
you~ Esterbrook Fountain Pen today. It might help 
you get off the ground. 
l~fJBIU 





pens slightly higher 
THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 32·-0NE IS CUSTOM·FITTED FOR YOUI 
: : BULLETIN 
Applications are desired from 
any liberal arts, business ad-
ministrations, economies, phy-
sics, chemistry, biology, English 
or any other major at sopho-
more or junior level, who is 
interested in a career in l\lar-
keting. 
This job offers 8 to 10 weeks 
of summer employment at $90 
per week plus ex1,ense~7c Jler 
mile for car. You will need an 
automobile for this job. 
Location: Indianapolis, Day-
ton or Cincinnati, Louisville, 
Kentucky, Raleigh, North Caro-
lina, Nashville, Tennessee. 
For full information see Mr. 
Brown at the Placement Office, 
Tuesday and Thursday after-
noons by appointment. 
• 




by Tom Kail 
The Freshman and Sophomore 
classes of Xavier, not to be outdone 
by the heavy May activities of the 
Juniors and Seniors, have begun 
preparations for a Frosh-Soph 
Spring Dance. 
This informal affair is schedule<l 
to take place at the Cincinnati Club 
at 8th and Race Streets in down-
town Cincinnati. The date has been 
set for Friday, May 6. 
Teddy Raymot· and his orches-
tra will supply the music fbr the 
dance which will begin at 9 p.111. 
and last until 1 a.111. 
Tickets for the affair will be on 
sale every day in South Hall from 
9 to 2 o'clock. They may also be 
purchased at any time from Fresh-
man and Sophomore class officers. 
The price of the tickets ls $3.00 
per couple. Since the Cincinnati 
Club's .capacity ls 150 couples, the 
tickets will be sold on a first-come-
first-serve basis to Sophomores 
aml Freshmen only. 
Tim Deegan and Dave Guenther, 
president and vice president re-
spectively of the Sophomore class, 
head the dance committee. Other 
council officers on the committee 
are Sophomore ~eny Turner and 
Freshmen Jack Green, Bob Baker, 
Mike Bailey, and Jack Autenrieb. 
• 
The 1 out of 20 
that didllt get smoked 
There's a lot of satisfaction in pointing out something good to a friend. That's why it often happens that one cigarette out of a pack of Dual Filter Tareytons never does 
get smoked. 
People break it open to demonstrate its unique Dual Filter containing Activated 
Charcoal. They may not know why it works so well, but they do know this: It delivers 
far more than high filtration ••• it brings out the best taste of the best tobaccos-as 
no single filtf}r can! 
Try a pack of Tareytons. We believe the extra pleasure they bring will soon have 
you passing the good word to your friends. 
HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:· 
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
••. definitely P.roved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild 
and smooth ••• 
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring 
you the real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste! 
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SPRING GAME SUNDAY NIGHT 
Xavier's coaching staff should 
know how the Musketeers stack 
up against at least two of next 
year's opponents after Sunday 
night's Spring Football Game at 
Corcoran Field. Kickoff time is 
8 p.m. 
The coaches will have watched 
spring games at Miami and Cin-
cinnati the previous day. 
An intrasquad game this year 
instead of the usual match between 
varsity and alumni, Sunday night's 
game shapes up as a battle between 
line and backfield. · 
The Blue Squad, coached by 
George Gilmartin and Pat O'Brien, 
will have the 
1
first and fourth team 
lines and the second and third 
team backfields. Ed Biles' White 
team will have the first and fourth 
team backfields and the second and 
third team lines. 
Head coach Ed Doherty will 
help direct operations of both 
teams from the press box. 
~ 
The squad split up Wednesday 
into Blue and White units and has 
worked that way the past two 
days. Each team will have a ·couple 
of surprise plays of its own. 
Kicking specialist George Potts 
may have to wear a blue and white 
striped jersey since he'll perform 
for both teams. 
White quarterback Ron Costello 
will be without his favorite tar-
gets, ends Jim !Mullen and John 
Kappas, but he has capable re-
ceivers in Bob Daumeyer andi'Jim 
O'Donnell. The White team shapes 
up as the better offensive unit, 
with the Blue, bolstered by the 
No. 1 line, tops defensively. 
Doubtful for the Spring Game 
are White tackles Steve Huzicko 
(cut hand) and Chris Smalara 
(bad back) and Blue tackle Dick 
Johnson (head Injury) and half-
back Jim Husk (jammed thumb). 
Definitely out are halfback Bob 
Leuenberger (ankle) and guard 
Four Letterman Ends 
Strike Tackle Injuries 
Return; 
Post· 
"Depth in numbers rather than experience" seems to be 
the story of Xavier's end and tackle candidates in this, the 
last of the NEWS' position-by-position analyses of the M,us-
keteer football team. 
End is perhaps the stronger of ,,.;,::(:·!·'\,.:/\;>.:':':''''' ,, .... "·'''·'''·'''. ,:,,::.,,,,,. '.,::,,., ., .... 
Dick Salera (knee). 
Others sidelined, as previously 
reported, are halfback Lou Carlini 
(shoulder), center Tom Moellering 
(knee), halfback Fred Moriarty 
(back) and end Jim Bolger (shoul-
der). Also out is halfback Dick 
Barrett, who was expected to re-
join the squad after Easter but 
couldn't because he hasn't fully 
recovered from an operation. 
Three more position changes 
have been made since the last issue 
of the NEWS. 
Junior Allen Smith, a letterman 
end last fall, is being tried at right 
half. A fine receiver with excel- ' 
lent speed, he's looked impressive 
thus far while alternating with Irv 
Etler on the first unit. He may 
swing between slotback and end 
next fall. 
Other shifts were soph Frank 
Fiorino from quarterback to left 
half and soph Tom Callahan from 
fullback to end. 
With spring practice drawing to · 
a close, Coach Doherty reported, 
"We've come a long way, but 
we've still got a long way to go. 
Our running game in particular 
needs a lot of work." 
Workouts this spring have had 
extra significance, since . Xavier 
will be playing its first major 
football schedule next autumn. 
Ron Costello Jim Mullen 
. pitcher and catcher on opposite teams 
Probable Starters 
WHITE BLUE 
Pos. Name, Yr. Ht. Wt. Pos. Name, Yr. ,. Ht. Wt. 
RE Jim O'Donnell, Jr ..... 6-1 195 RE John Kappas, Sr ....... 6-1 190 
RT Dick Buechler, So ..... 6-0 225 RT Hank Rigler, Sr ....... 6-1 225 
RG Bob Wishart, Sr ....... 6-0 200 RG Mike Hannon, Sr ..... 6-2 215 
C Bill Daniels, Jr ......... 6-2 210 C Dick Kohls, So ......... 5-11 193 
LG Mark Kracker, Jr ..... 6-1 187 LG John Nelson, Jr ....... 5-10· 200 
LT Steve Huzicko, So ..... 6-4 235 LT Mike Humphrey, Jr. 6-0 220 
LE Bob Daumeyer, So ... 6-3 170 LE Jim Mullen, Sr. . ....... 6-0 180 
QB Ron Costello, Sr ....... 6-0 180 QB Ed Thomas, Sr ......... 6-2 190 
RH Irv Etier, Jr. ............ 5-7 172 RH Don Stupica, So ....... 6-0 215 
FB Tom Clark, Jr ........... 5-10 185 FB Bob Clark, So • .. : ....... 6-0 190 
LR Larry Cox, Jr ........... 5-8 175 LR Jim Husk, So ............. 5-11 175 
the two, with four lettermen ' ' ' i·: 
;;1~~~~~~~:~~~;.~C~ II Villa Madonna. Foe Tomorrow As Binglers Streak American last fall, heads the list '. II .. ·: . . ... Try To Snap Four-Game Losing 
of flankmen. Mullen set a new 
school record last fall with 31 .,,,. 
catches for 469 yards, and was :' 
equally outstanding on defense. \>,,,. 
Mullen's running mate for two 
years, John Kappas, also returns. 
He caught 21 passes for 312 yards 
and also made his presence felt on 
defense. Other lettermen back are 
juniors Allen Smith (16 catches 
for 336 yards), who may be shifted 
to hallback, and steady Jim 0'-
DOnnell (7 catches for 145 yards). 
by Mike Harmon 
Xavier will attempt to climb 
back above the .500 mark in base-
ball tomorrow when the Muske-
teers host Villa Madonna in a 2:30 
game. Xavier won the first meet-
ing 6-2 April 19, also at ~avier. 
Xavier traveled to Louisville 
yesterday to play Bellarmine Col-
lege. Either Bill Dresmann or Dick 
Strenk was slated to pitch for X.U. 
Bob Daumeyer, who led the 
freshmen in ·pass receiving, is 
running with O'Donnell on the 
second team. Speedy Len Malo-
ney and iPete . O'Brien, both 
sophomores, will provide reserve 
strength along with shifted half-
back Tom Callahan and Tom 
Walikewicz, a fine blocker who's 
been hampered by knee injuries. 
Mike Humphrey 
Two road games are on tap for 
the Muskies next week. They 
journey to Athens Tuesday to 
tackle a tough Ohio U. team, then 
travel to Madison, Indiana, Thurs-
day to tangle with Hanover's Pan-
thers in a doubleheader. 
.. letterman tackle 
Only two lettermen return at 
tackle-senior Hank Rigler, a de-
pendable blocker and a two-year 
(Continued on .Page 5) 
Tuesday's scheduled game with 
Ohio U. at Xavier was called off 
by mutual agreement when the 
weatherman predicted heavy show-
Under My Hat ••• """' di~ f!J'3JoHiJ 
NEWS Sports Editor 
Football careers end every day, but very few of 
them parallel the career of Jim Bolger. 
In the last issue of the NEWS, a small notation 
read: "Senior end Jim Bolger, who missed much 
of last fall with a separation of his right shoulder, 
suffered a separation in his left shoulder, ending 
his football career." 
In September 
of 1957, Jim 
Bol1:er enrolled 
at Xavier. A 
star end at Pur-
cell High, he 
was offered an 
athletic scholar-
ship. But Jim's 
father, a local 
merchant, in -
sisted on paying 
Jim's way. so 
another deserv-
ing boy could 
get an athletic 
scholarship. Jim, 
then, . has been 
out on his own 
for three years. 
A 6-1, 185-
pounder w i th 
very good speed, Jim Bolger 
Jim was a regular with the undefeated 1957 fresh-
men. He started two of the team's four games and 
looked very promising for future varsity play. 
Then injury struck. Jim missed his sophomore 
season with a shoulder injury. An operation the 
following spring was slow healing, and Jim didn't 
get to see any duty till late last season. He was still 
faithfully in attendance at practice every day, how-
ever, and his intense love of the game remained 
undiminished. · 
Then, three weeks ago, ..Uim's football career was 
ended when he injured his other shoulder. 
Off the field, Jim Bolger is as friendly and easy-
going a guy as you'll meet on this campus. His 
friends are legion. And his courage, perseverance, 
and dedication to the game could well serve as an 
example to all Xavier athletes, both present and 
future. 
• • • 
The Spring Game coming up Sunday night gives 
students and fans an opportunity to get a first-
hand look at the young men who'll be representing 
them on the football field next fall. The attendance 
in past years has been nowhere near what it should 
be, considering that the asking price is only a dollar. 
The Musketeers will be playing their toughest 
schedule In history and their first as a major football 
team next fall, and will need all the support they 
can get. Now's the time to start giving it. 
• • • 
Freshman forward Ben ,Monhollen recently under-
went surgery at Good Samaritan Hospital to have 
some cartilage which was impairing his breathing 
removed from his nose. He's out now and is doing 
0.K. 
• • • 
The 1960 N.J.T. (Norwood Invitational Tourney), 
sponsored by Ed Tepe, was played Sunday at With-
row High, with a team headed by Jim Haffner and 
Charlie Phillips downing a team led by Tepe and 
Ron Nicolai 20-12 in the finals .. Haffner was named 
Most Valuable Player and received a gigantic loving 
cup. Other XU caeers participating in the five-team 
meet were Biii Kirvin and Jaek Tbobe; their re-
spective teams were eliminated earlier. 
ers that afternoon. The Bobcats 
didn't want to waste a 160-mile 
trip. 
Last weekend's hapless display 
at Ohio State all but crushed Xav-
ier's hopes for an at-large bid to 
the N.C.A.A. The classy Buckeyes 
ran their record to 15-3-2 while 
leveling the Muskies at 5-5. 
Strenk DiNome 
The first game of Saturday's 
double bill was the only one in 
which Xavier managed to hit with 
authority. The Musketeers, how· 
ever, were unable to overcome an 
8-1 second-inning deficit and suc-
cumbed 18-14. It was Strenk's 
first loss after four victories. 
Denny Poillon slammed four 
hits, including two doubles, and 
Terry Brannen, Jim Klein and 
Jerry Lukowitz garnered three hits 
apiece to lead the Xavier attack, 
which featured a six-run third 
stanza. 
State's Tom Perdue tied a Buck-
eye club record by banging out 
three homers while driving In nine 
runs. 
The Bucks won the other two 
contests 13-0 on Friday and 9-1 in 
Saturday's 6-inning second game. 
In the Friday game, 16 Muskies 
went down swinging, while, in 
contrast, Xavier pitchers walked 
15 Staters. In Saturday's abbrevi-
ated second game, Lukowitz col-
lected Xavier's only hit and scored 
on a wild pitch in the sixth frame. 
Xavier's bid for a double win 
over Miami was spoiled as the 
Redskins won 0ut 5-2 April 20 at 
Xavier. Poillon and Terry Brannen 
accounted for five of. X's six hits, 
Poillon getting three. 
Dresmann struck out five men 
in five innings, allowing but two 
hits, to get the victory as Xavier 
downed Villa Madonna 6-2 April 
19. His relief man, John Hunt, 
proved even more spectacular as 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Regional Berth Goal Of XU Sailors 
District Elims At Columbus In MCSA 
Xavier's Sailing Club reaches its day of destiny tomorrow 
when it ti.:avels to Columbus for the Midwestern Collegiate 
Sailing Association district eliminations. The regatta will 
continue through Sunday. 
The first three teams from two thirds and a fifth to show 
this regatta qualify for the MSCA ofr their efforts in five- "B" races. 
Champs at Detroit May 14. Six Nevel had quite an eventful day 
schools are entered in tomorrow's his first day. Jn his first raee, the 
regatta-Ohio State, Ohio Wes- one In which he flnisbed fifth and 
lyan, Xavier, Wooster, Oberlin last, his boat was swamped with 
and Indiana-with Xavier given water 30 seconds before startlns 
a good chance of finishing in time. Jn the next race, he bad to 
the money. survive a protest by Ohio Wes-
In their second regatta of the leyan before bis third-place finish 
season, the Ohio Champs at Woos- counted. 
ter Easter weekend, tthe Xavier The order of finish: Wooster 
sailors took third place. They ac- 48, Ohio State 39, Xavier 39, 
tually tied for second with Ohio Ohio Weslyan 33, Oberlin 31. 
State on points (39), but Ohio Last Sunday, in the first spring 
State bad more firsts (three to race ·sponsored by .the Cowan 
XU's one). Wooster College, the Lake Sailing Association, Nevel 
host school, won with 48 points. finished first, Leugers second 
Dave Leugers skippered all and Jim Ferguson fourth to give 
five "A" races for Xavier, taking Xavier three of the top six 
two seconds, two thirds and a places and a victory in the "B" 
fourth. Steve Smith was his crew. division. The win doesn't count 
Skipper Bill Nevel and crew in collegiate competition, how-
Dick Kaiser had a first, a second, ever. 
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Golfers Visit Dayton Today; 
Hope To Regain .500 Mark 
Xavier's golf team will attempt to regain its winning 
form tomorrow as it meets Dayton at Dayton in a 1:30 match. 
Coach Ra_y Baldwin's linksmen, now 2-3-1 on the season, fol-
low up with matches against Bellarmine at Louisville Monday 
and Miami here Tuesday. 
Ohio University and Kentucky 
dealt Xavier a double defeat 
Tuesday at Maketwah to dl'Op 
the Muskies below .500 the first 
time this season. Ohio U pre-
vailed 151h-21h and Kentucky 
won out ll 1h-61h as only one 
Xavier player, Carl Schlottman, 
could break 80. · 
Xavier scores were Schlott-
man's 78, Mike Conliffe's 80, 
Warren Schulten's 81, Joe Zieg-
Conliffe McMullen 
END, TACKLE ANALYSIS 
(Continued from Page 4) 
letterman, and junior Mike Hum-
phrey, a pleasant surprise as a 
soph. Both played second team last 
year and are slated to move up 
next fall. · 
Chris Smalara, a non-lettering. 
junior, is the only other return-
ing varsity player. He's a bit 
light as tackles go, weig·hing only 
210 or 215, but his experience 
gives him an edge in his deter-
mined battle with soph Dick 
Buechler for a second-team 
berth. Buechler had a fine fresh-
man season. 
Ends 
Name, Yr. · Ht. Wt . 
.Jim Mullen, Sr. ** .......... 6-0 180 
.John Kappas, Sr. ** ........ 6-1 190 
Allen Smith, .Jr. * ............ 6-1 185 
.Jim O'Donnell, .Jr. * ........ 6-0 195 
Tom Walklewlcz, Jr ......... 6-2 190 
Bob Daumeyer, So •.......... 6-3 170 
Len Maloney, So ............. 6-0 185 
Pete O'Brien, So ............. 6-1 185 
Tom Callahan, So. .......... 6-1 178 
* Indicates letters won 
Steve Huzicko, a 6-4, 235-pound 
giant who's still growing and a 
defensive standout, heads the 
sophomore crop. He recently 
injured his hand in an off-the-
field accident and may not play 
in the spring game. 
Dick Johnson, out with a head 
injury, and Ron Stirpe are two 
other good-sized sophs who could 
see plenty of action next fall. 
Tackles 
Name, Yr. Ht. Wt. 
Hank Rigler, Sr. ** ........ 6-1 225 
Mike Humphrey, .Jr. * .... 6-0 220 
Chris Smalara, .Jr ............. 6-1 215 
Steve Buzlcko, So. ... . ...... 6-4 235 
Dick Buecblei, So. .......... 6-0 225 
Dick .Johnson, So ............. 6-1 250 
Ron Stlrpe, So. ................ 5-11 245 
Alan Prasek, So ............... 6-3 210 
Wanen North, .Jr ............. 6-0 198 
• In~cates letters won 
BASEBALL 
(Continued from Page 4) 
he struck out eight and gave up 
only one hit in four innings. Tony 
DiNome powered three hits, in-
cluding a triple. 
In pmes during the Easter vaca-
tion, xavler downed Morehead 13-
10 at xavler April 13, Wrlgbt-Pat-
tenon 15-14 April 9 at Xavier and 
Miami 4-3 April 8 at Oxford. 
DiNome holds forth as the lead-
ing hitter after 10 games with an 
average of .355. Brannen is the 
only other stickman over .300; he's 
hitting .324. Poillon is just a shade 
below the .300 mark at .296. 
Strenk'• 3.96 earned run average 
and 4-1 record leads the pitchers. 
Jer's 82, Rod McMullen's 84 and 
Ed Jacob's 86. 
Tony Conlon sank a 10-foot 
pressure putt on the last bole to 
give Xavier a 13~·13~ tie with 
Cincinnati Mon d a y at Sharon 
Woods. Xavier scores were Zieg-
ler's '14, .Jacob's '26, Conllffe's '26, 
Schlottman's '26, McMullen's '2'2 
and Conlon's 82. 
The linksmen edged Villa 
Madonna 14-13 Tuesday, April 
19, on the Summit Hills Country 
Club course. Xavier scores were 
Conliffe's 74, Ziegler's 75, Schlott-
man's- 78, McMullen's 80, Jacob's 
81 and Dick Kelly's 89. 
In matches during the vacation, 
X.U. downed Bowling Green 15V2-
ll!I:! and lost to Hanover 11V2-10V2. 
Some changes have been made 
in the schedule. The matches 
with Louisville here last Friday 
and there Monday have been 
cancelled. Bellarmine will play 
host to Xavier at Louisville 
instead on the same date, Mon-
day. A match with Wimington 
here May 16 has also been added. 
GOLF ROSTER 
NAME CLASS LTRS. 
Rodney McMullen ........ Sr. 3 
Joe Ziegler .................... Sr. 3 
Mike Conliffe ................ Sr. 1 
Ed Jacob ........................ .Jr. 1 
Tony Conlon .................. .Jr. 2 
Carl Schlottman ............ So. 1 
Warren Schulten .......... So. 0 
Dick Kelly .................... So. O 
Dave Yeagers ................ Fr. O 
CAPTAIN-McMullen 
by Charley Darneal of tlie Louisville Cotirier-Journal 
Louisville's three girl' tennis players, who wowed an appreciative gallery here Wednesday, confer with 
Coach Paul Kaiser, left, before an early-season match. They are, from left, Nancy Butler, Liz Crady and 
Martha Aulbach. Other player is Ron Rubenstein, no longer with the team. 
Netmen· Refuse To Be Distracted, Beat U.L. 
Tennis interest at Xavier was 
revived rather quickly when the 
University of Louisville squad took 
the courts Wednesday. 
Xavier won the match 5-4, but 
three very attractive young ladies 
from Louisville, Nancy Butler, 
Martha Aulbach and Liz Crady, 
dazzled probably the largest gal-
lery in Xavier tennis history with 
their ability as well as looks. 
Miss Crady won her singles 
match and teamed with Miss Aul-
bach to take a doubles win, and 
Miss Butler and her male partner 
scored a doubles victory. 
Singles winners for Xavier were 
Bob Petersen, Alan Dohan, Ken 
Albers and John Rice. Petersen 
and Dohan won in doubles play. 
The win gave Coach Bob Mass-
man's netters, who played Bellar-
mine at Louisville yesterday, a 3-1 
record. 
Three games in three days will 
test the netmen next week. They 
entertain strong Cincinnati Wed-
nesday, followed by Morehead 
Thursday and Miami Friday. 
Wilmington fell by the wayside 
Monday on the xavier courts as 
the Muskies' "Big Four"-Peter-
sen, O'Donnell, Albers and Do-
han-scored bard-earned singles 
wins. Petersen-O'Donnell and Al-
bers-Dohan also won in doubles 
play. 
Four singles wins gave the 
netters their first win as they 
trimmed Dayton 5-4 at Dayton 
last Friday. Petersen, Dohan, 
~.Albers and Rice won in singles 
· play, with the doubles team of 
Petersen and Dohan emerging 
victorious. 
The Muskies proved no match 
for a seasoned Kentucky team, 
which blanked Xavier 9-0 in the 
opener at Xavier April 19. Ken-
tucky had just returned from a 
16-day tour of the South. 
See The Dinah Share Cheuy Show in color Sundays, NBC-TV-tlie Pat Boone Chevy Showroom weekly, ABC-TV 
CORVAIR 
A pair of Corvairs recently recorded 27.03 and 26.21 miles per gallon in the 
2,061.4-mile Mobilgas Economy Run. That's certified proof that Corvair skimps 
on 'gas costs. It saves other ways, too. Corvair is the only U. S. compact car 
that never needs antifreeze or costly radiator repairs. Come in and drive the 





Things Corvair gives you that America's other compact cars can't: 
Practlcallr llat ftoor ••• real foot room for 
the man in the middle. Fold-down n•r 
1 .. t gives 17.6 cu. ft. of extra storage space. 
Four-wheel Independent su.,.nslon for 
a smoother, Ratter ride. 
RNr .. n1lne tnctlon ••• that comes with 
the engine's weight bearing down on tbe 
!!!!' wheels. · 
You _probab!Y realize alreadr that the mile· 
age &gurea Corvaira recordeCI in the Mobil-
gas Run are higher than the average driver 
can expect. But because the cars met C\'ery 
kind of driving condition-rugged mountain 
grades, Ion~ c01intry straightaways, congest· 
.ed city traffic-those mileage figures prove 
Corvair's inherent 
ability to save. Oper· 
ating costs tak:e a 
nose dive the day 
you take delivery of 
a Corvair. for econannca/ lransportatiort 
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals 




by Terry O'Neill 
.............................. 
·In our first coh1mn I would like 
to compliment John Rolfes on his 
columns throughout the year. I 
sincerely hope that this column 
will continue to be as helpful in 
making all of your finesses fall. 
Today's column will illustrate an 
example of fine defensive bridge. 
The hand is one of the hands 
played in a recent duplicate bridge 
tournament sponsored by the Xav-
ier University Bridge Club. 
At most of the tables North-
South made five clubs in a breeze. 
However, at one of the tables with 
Mr. Paul Rieselman sitting East 
and Ray Zoller sitting West, the 
contract was set one trick, doubled 
and redoubled, giving the East-




H-Q, J, 10 
D-J, 5, 4 
C-K, Q, 7, 6, 4 
EAST 
S-Void S-9, 5, 4, 3, 2 
H-K, 9, 8, 4 
D-Q, 10, 7 
C-5 
H-A, 7, 5, 3, 2 
D-A, K, 9, 8, 3, 2 
C-9, 8 
SOUTH 
S-A, K, Q, 8, 7 
H-5 
D-6 















Most East players played the 
Heart Ace and the Diamond Ace 
hoping to find the setting trick in 
West's hand-most probably the 
King of Clubs. We must concede 
that the temptation to play the 
aces was awfully great. This was 
the downfall of most of the East-
West teams. 
Mr. RieseJman, however, saw an 
almost sure way of setting the 
apparently s o I i d contract. He 
opened the Ace of Diamonds and 
followed with a low Heart, hoping 
to find West with the Heart King 
and also hoping that he would lead 
back a Spade which East would 
trump for the setting trick. 
Mr. Zoller must also be compli-
mented on his play. When his 
Heart King held up he immedi-
ately realized that, with South 
having six Spades and himself 
holding five, there was a good 
chance that his partner would be 
void. Sure enough, that is the way 
it was. In reality,though, West had 
no other play, knowing .that East 
had enough points both to enter 
the bidding and to finally double 
the contract. 
BRIDGE NOTES: 
The final duplicate tournament 
of the year will be held Sunday, 
May 1, at 1:30 in South Hall. This 
will be a master point tournament 
with one master point given for 
first place. 
At 12:45 Sunday, immediately 
preceding the tournament, there 
will be a short business meeting of 
the Bridge Club, to elect officers 
for next year. Please be there. 
SCIENTIFIC ADVANCES 801-802 






by \Vally Buclunann 
Spring of an election year is 
typified by windy campaign 
speeches and blistering press 
releases. Last week in an atmos-
phere completey devoid of poli-
ticking, electioneering, or any 
sort of campaigning, the Sodality 
selected its officers for the com-
ing year. 
Terry Toepker was awarded the 
office of prefect. He Js a junior 
majoring in physics, having gradu-
ated from St. Xavier High School 
in 1957. At present he Is engaged 
in student teaching at St. Vivian's 
Grammar School. Other outside 
actlvJties include being the assist-
ant freshman basketball coach at 
his high school alma mater. 
Toepker, upon the occasion of 
his installation, remarked, "The 
evolution of the Sodality as a 
major organ of the university 
will demand not only a good 
deal of my time, but also the 
close co-operation of every Soda-
list. If I fulfill the duties of my 
position as successfully as my 
predecessors, it will be because 
I have received this co-operation." 
Another junior, Gerry Hair, was 
named 1st Vice Prefect. He grad-
uated from Piqua Catholic High 
School in 1957, and...-Js- presently 
pursuing a Psychology degree. Hair 
hopes for "progress and advance-
ment in the spiritual life of each 
sodalist as well as in the apostolic 
effort extended by the Sociality as 
a unit." 
Freshman Ja~k Green became 
the 2nd Vice Prefect. Jack, 
another product of Xavier High 
School, is an H.A.B. student at 
Xavier. A Covington, Kentucky 
resident, Green became president 
of his class in his first y~ar at 
X.U. He is the only freshman to 
hold a Sodality office. 
Ron Fallat will take over as 
secretary. He is a junior pre-med 
student who graduated from St. 
Magnetism of men who use ordinary hair "tonics studied. Conclusion: 
barely existent. Magnetism of men who use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic stud-
ied. Conclusion not yet established since test cases being held captive 
by neighboring sorority. Examination of alcohol ton_ics and sticky hair 
creams ( rnbber gloves recommended for this class). Result: repelled 
women. Frequent use of water on hair cited: this practice deemed 
harmless because 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic mollifies its drying effect. 
Female Appraisal of Contemporary Male. Conclusion: Student body 
0. K. if student head kept date-worthy with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. 
Materials: one 4 oz. bottle_ of 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic 
Ignatius High School in Cleve-
land. A lot of his time is devoted 
to the band. 
The new treasurer is Ed 
Schmidt. Another junior, he is 
a familiar face at Student Coun-
cil meetings, having served for 
all of his three years at Xavier. 
Schmidt, a native of Hamilton 
and a graduate of Hamilton 
Catholic High, is the station 
manager of WCXU. Just this 
year he was elected treasurer of 
Alpha Sigma Nu. 
At the same meeting, Bob Marth 
assumed the position of president 
of the Sodality House. He is a 
sophomore studying business ad-
ministration, which he hopes to 
put to use in public relations or 
advertising. A graduate of Mendel 
High School in Chicago, Marth had 
this to say upon his appointment: 
"The purpose of the Sociality House 
ls to develop men who are edu-
cated Catholic leaders. Next year 
we hope to work together as a 
group to better ourselves both In-
tellectually and spiritually." 
Hank Rigler, the resigning 
Prefect of Sodality and president 
of Sodality House, expressed his 
appreciation to the men for their 
effort: "I would especially like 
to thank Fr. Frank Holland for 
his guidance and all the men 
who helped me during the year 
for their spirited co-operation. 
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many 
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.) · 
EUROPE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1 
Summer vacation is just around the corner, and naturally all of 
you are going to Europe. Perhaps I can offer a handy tip or 
two. (I must confess I have never been to Europe myself, but 
I eat a lot of Scotch broth and French dressing, so I nm not 
entirely without qualification.) 
First let me say that no trip to Europe is complete without 
a visit to England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, France, Gennany, 
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Lichtenstein, Holland, Belbrium, Switzer-
land, Luxembourg, Denmnrk,.Sweden, Norway, Finland, Po-
land, Czechoslovakia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Russin, 
Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania, Crete, Sardinia, Sicily, Hungary, 
Romania, Bulgaria, Lapland, and Andorra. 
Let us tnke up these countries in order. First, England. 
The capital of England is London-or Liverpool, as it is 
sometimes called. There are many interesting things to see in 
London-chiefly, the changing of the guards. The guards are 
changed daily. The old ones are thrown away. 
Another "must" while in London is a visit to Buckingham 
Palace. Frequently in the afternoons Her Majesty the Queen 
comes out on the balcony of the palace and waves to her loyal 
subjects below. The loyal subjects wave back at the Queen. 
However, they only continue to wave as long as Her Majesty 
is waving. This o(course is the origin of wave lengths from which 
we. have derived numerous benefits including radio, television 
and the A&P Gypsies. 
Be sure also when you arc in London to visit the palace of 
the Duke of Marlborough. Marlborough is spelled Marlborough, 
but pronounced Marlboro. English spelling is very quaint but 
terribly disorganized. The late George Bernard Shaw, author of 
Jo's Boys, fought nil his life to simplify English spelling. He 
once asked a friend, "What does g-h-o-t-i spell?" The friend 
pondered a bit and replied, "Goatee." Shaw sniggered. "Pshaw," 
said Shaw. "G-h-o-t-i does not spell goatee. It spells fish. Gh 
as in enough, o as in women, ti as in motion." 
It must be remembered, however, that Shaw was a vegetarian 
-which; all in all, was probably a good thing. As Disraeli once 
remarked to Guy Fawkes, "If Shaw were not a vegetnrian, no 
lamb chop in London would be safe." 
But ldigress. We were speaking of the palace of the Duke of 
Marlborough-or Marlboro, as it is called in the United States. 
It is called Marlboro by every smoker who knows flavor did 
not go out when filters came in. Be sure you are well supplied 
with Marlboros when you make your trip abroad. After u long, 
tiring day of sightseeing, there is nothing so welcome as a fine, 
ftavorful Marlboro and a foot bath with hot Epsom salts. 
Epsom salts can be obtained in England at Epsom Downs. 
Kensington snits can be obtained at Kensington Gardens, Al-
bert salts can be obtained at Albert Hall, Hyde salts can be 
obtained at Hyde Park, and the crown jewels can be obtained 
at the Tower of London. 
Well sir, now you know all you need to know about England. 
Next week we will visit the Land of the Midnight Sun-France. 
Cl l~ !lfa1 Sbulm1• 
* * * 
And 11ou aleo know all 11ou need to know about 1mokln11: 
Marlboro, II 11ou want the beat of the filter cl11arettea-Phlllp 
Morrl• II 11ou want the beat of the unfiltered cl11aretle1. 
SICK 
(Continued from Page 2) 
to write three hundred words 
proving you do know why you 
came to college or why you 
shouldn't carry guns at the 
school dances? 
Thinking back to some of those 
teachers you've had should prod 
you on to a garrison finish. How 
about the joker type, "Six pages 
should ·be enough" or "You'll 
thank me some day for teaching 
you why men wear rings on 
their right hand." Your science 
teacher wanted you to be a sci-
entist, your philosophy teacher 
wanted. you to wear a toga, 
a n d your language teacher 
wanted you to be a linguist. The 
"whole man" bit nearly drove 
you mad didn't it? Now you 
know there's an ethical man 
born every minute, that you can 
give a three-minute speech if 
you're given three weeks to 
prepare it, and that poetry is 
not for sissies ,but for the man with 
a tattoo on his kneecap that says 
"Mother." 
I'm afraid though with all the 
complaining you can do, when 
you get out of school, these four 
years will look pretty good. It 
may not be until your wife tells 
you you're going to have the 
This airplane is actually a flying 
classroom. The course taught in it 
is Air Navigation, under real con-
ditions. The students are young 
men who have been selected as pos-
sible future leaders of the Aero-
space Team. Graduation after 32 
weeks of training will win each of 
the students the honored silver 
wings of an Air Force Navigator 
and an Officer's Commission. 
For certain young men, this 
training can open the way. to a 
bright career of executive poten-
tial. Right now the Air Force is 
scoring impressive technological 
advances in the fields of naviga-
tion, guidance and tracking, elec-
tronics and radar. And here is 
where its highly trained and expe-
rienced Navigators will be expected 
to take over command positions of 
increasing responsibility. 
To qualify for Navigator train-
ing as an Aviation Cadet, you must 
be between 19 and 26,Y.!-single, 
healthy and intelligent. And }'OU 
must want to build an exciting, 
interesting career in the Aerospace 
Age. If you think you measure up, 
we'd like to talk to you at the near-
est Air Force Recruiting Office. 
Or clip and mail this coupon. 
There's a JJ/ace for tomorrow's 




AVIATION CADET INFOIMATION I 
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sixth child or your commanding 
officer orders a close inspection 
or Uncle Sam sends the Internal 
Revenue collector out to check 
about your $300 exemption claini 
of supporting the church, but 
the day will come when you'll 
be out of school and because of 
it you'll be SICK. 
Kirwin Elected 
XOMM President 
Patrick J. Kirwin, a junior ac-
counting major, was elected presi-
dent of the Xavier Order of Mili-
tary Merit Tuesday, April 5. The 
eleven newly inducted members of 
the X.O.M.M. also elected Ronald 
Schertler, vice pi·esident, Richard 
Sander, secretary, and Richard 
Boehman, treasurer. 
Kirwin, a native Cincinnatian, 
graduated from St. Xavier High 
School In 1957. He is a member 
of the Sociality and past treasurer 
of that organization. For three 
years he has been a member of the 
Pershing Rifles, the cadet drill 
team. 
The newly elected officers took 
their respective positions immedi-
ately after the elections. Kirwin 
succeeds Rod McMullen as presi-
dent. Membership in the X.O.M.M. 
is considered the highest military 
honor a cadet can receive. 
xx Corps 
The XX U.S. Army Corps 
(Reserve) annual inspection will 
be held on Monday, May 2, 1960. 
Also on that date, as part of the 
review and award ceremonies, 
four cadets (one from each year) 
will receive the Department of 
the Army Superior Cadet Awards. 
The purpose of this official visit 
is the inspection of both the 
Military Department and the 
Cadet Corp to determine just 
how proficiently they are doing 
their respective jobs of teaching 
and learning. 
Xavier Un'iversity's Military 
Department grants the Superior 
Cadet A ward fot• the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps to the 
students with the best standing 
in general military aptitude 
linked with' excellent overall scho-
lastic standing. 
A six-man inspection team, 
headed by Lt. Col. Reynolds R. 
Keleher from West Virginia 
University will come to Xavier. 
Other members of the inspection 
team include Maj. Herbert W. 
Rainey, Ohio University; Capt. 
Arthur R. Back, Universtiy :if 
Toledo; an as yet un-named 
Conducts Inspection 
aviation officer, XX U.S. Army 
C01·ps (Reserve.); M/Sgt. Ivan 
C. Allen, Ohio University; and 
S.F.C. James L. Crawford, XX 
U.S. Army Corps (Reserve). 
XX U.S. Army Corps (Reserve) 
Headquarters is located at Ft. 
Hayes, Columbus, Ohio. 
p.m. will climax the day. 
All ROTC cadets will wear 
thefr "Class A" uniforms (with 
blouse) for their military class 
and to the review. 
This review will cancel the 
regular Friday Corps Day sched-
uled for May 6. 
The honored cadets receiving 
the Superior Cadet Award list 
in their number: Richard W. 
Wechsler, freshman; Philip A. 
Noznesky, sophomore; Carlo L. 
Mastropaolo, junior; and Dale M. 
Kopinski, senior. 
In case of rain, only members 
of the Fourth Battalion and the 
individuals to be decorated will 
take part in the revi9"':- This 
amputee review will take place 
either on the tennis courts or 
·in the Armory drill •hall. 
Upon the inspection team's 
arrival early Monday morning, 
the Exhibition Platoon of the 
Pershing Rifles will put on a 
drill demonstration. After this 
comes a conference and briefing 
The inspection will conclude 
at 4: 30 with the departure of 
the team. 
f"•••• ••••••• . . 
in the office of Lt. Col. Wright, 
Xavier's professor of Military 
Science and Tactics. Following 
the visit with the PMST, the 
inspectors will visit and inspect 
ROTC classes (to the extent of 
sitting in and questioning the 1 
cadets) and pay a formal call 
on the president, Very Rev. P. L. 
O'Connor, S.J. The Review and 
presentation of awards at 1 :30 
THE SHIRT 
LAUNDRY 
3616 Montgomery Road 
EVANSTON 
One Block South of Dana 
A Few. Blocks North 
Of The Dorms 
Bachelor Service 
Fluff Dry Bundles 
4 HOUR SERVICE 
I 
If you see something wild in this ink blot, like maybe 
Lady Godiva fully clothed on a motorcycle, you're 
ready for non-directive therapy. That's the kind where 
the psychoanalyst doesn't say anything to you, and 
we ourselves are very interested in it because of its 
advertising possibilities. 
With the non-directive approach, we'd just try to think 
you into smoking L&M's. We wouldn't have to tell you 
about how L&M, with its Miracle Tip, pure white in-
side, pure white outside, has found the secret that 
unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette. And about how 
this means fine tobaccos can be blended not to suit 
a filter but to suit your taste. 
Following the non-directive approach, we'd simply 
show you the package. And this would give us more 
time to polish our wedge shot, which we seem to 
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Carew Tower Store Open Monday and Thursday Nights until 8 :30 
Rest of the Week: 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Western Hills Plaza Open Monday, Thursday, Friday Nights until 9:00 
Rest of the Week: 10 :00 a.m. to 5 :30 p.m. 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
AT 2 FINE STORES 
CAREW TOWER STORE AND WESTERN HILLS PLAZA r 
MABLEY'S 
MEN! SAVE NOW ON FRESH, NEW SUMMER SUITS, SLACKS, 
SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORTSWEAR, UNDERWEAR, FURNISHINGS! 
I 
WATCH THE DAILY NEWSPAPERS FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
OF OUTSTANDING SAVINGS FOR EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY 
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Lost And Found Is 
Filled. With Articles Many Placement Jobs Open 
Stationery Growing heaps of lost articles 
are quickly filling the newly estab-
lished "Lost and Found Service." 
Its headquarters is located in the 
Student Activities Center. The fol-
lowing is a list of articles turned 
in to the Service. The articles will 
be held for a period of three 
months after which time the Serv-
ice will dispose of them. 
Below are listed many, many 
career openings which are cur-
rently available in the Placement 
Office. If you have not received 
a position upon g1·aduation, 
please come to the Placement 
Office immediately to discuss 
these positions. 
5 openings-Qua Ii t y Confec-
tions 
GOVERNMENT 
40 openings-Social Security 
Administration 
' RETAIL MERCHANDISING 
30 openings-Physicists & 
Chemists 
34 text books 
2 dress hats 
20 openings in Cincinnati, 
Dayton, and Louisville 
20 openings-Accounting & 
Finance 
1 R.O.T.C. hat INDUSTRIAL 
1 loose leaf folder COMMERCIAL SALES - - - - -
21 note books 
6 openings-Pharmaceuticals 
1• 
8 pairs of glasses 
4 rosaries 3 openings-Soap and Toilet 
1• CHICO'S 
3 sets of keys 
2 pens 
1 pipe 
3 neck scarves 
4 pair of gloves 
3 single 'gloves 
4 rain coats 
2 R.O.T.C. coats 
6 car coats 
2 sport coats 
Goods 
3 openings...:....Air Conditioning 
3 openings-Busine·ss Machines 
4 openings-Electric Motors 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
5 openings-Detroit area 
1 opening-Cincinnati area 
DISTRIBUTIVE SALES 
5 openings-Greeting Cards & 
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN 
FOOD 
3632 MONTGOMERY RD. 
I 2 Minutes From Xavier 
,1 
(One Block South of Dana) 
JEfferson 1-9366 
1' - - - -
- - - -
Oo J6u T/Jink !Or 16ursefF.:J 
(TAKE OFF ON THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND*) 
IP YOU ARE caught by the Dean 
in an infraction of a rule, would 
you (A) try to impress him with 
your sincere personality? (B) 
develop a strong argument 
against the injustice of the rule? 
(C) confess and take the conse-
quences? 
AD BO CD 
\ ,1 I ' 
"YOU'VE BUTTERED your 
bread-now eat it" implies 
(A) a veiled threat made 
by a margarine manufac-
turer; (B) you can't escape 
the results of what you do; 
(C) stop talking and eat! 
AO BO CD 
and women who think for themselves 
usually smoke Viceroy. They know the 
Viceroy filter is scientifically designed to 
smooth the smoke the way a filter should. 
A thinking man's choice ••. has a smok-
ing man's taste. 
*If you checked (B) on three out of four of 
IF YOU ACTUALLY found a these questions-you think for yourself! 
pot of gold at the end of the 
rainbow, would you (A) run 
to see if there was another 
at the other end? (B) make 
an appointment with a psy-
chiatrist? (C) hire a rain 
maker to make more rain· 
bows? 
AO BO CO 
YOU'RE THINKING of chang-
ing to a filter cigarette-
but which one? Would you 
(A) depend on what your 
friends tell you? (B) figure 
out what you want in a 
filter cigarette-and pick 
the one that gives it to 
you? (C) go for the one 
with the strongest taste? 
AOBDCD 
It's a wise smoker who depends on his 
own judgment, not opinions of others, in 
his choice of cigarettes. That's why men 
THE MAN WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF USUALLY CHOOSES VICEROY 
A Thinking Man's Choice-Viceroy Filters 
••• HAS A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE! 









10 openings-Cincinnati area 
3 openings-Chicago area 
MARKETING 
• d • • ••• 
81a•ri11'1 P•1r•11y 
The Drug Store Closest To 
Xavier University 
l\IElrose 1-3708 6 openings-Chicago area 
All placement work must be 
completed by May 15. 
3618 Montgomery Road . . . . • 
"CO•t .. ,, • •to1tt1•c• , ............ COH•tt ....... , ... .COC•·.CDl.A CO•,···· 
Lucky girl! 
Next time one of her dates bring up the Schleswig• 
Holstein question, she'll really be ready for him. 
Ready for that test tomorrow, too ••• if that bottle of 
Coke keeps her as alert tonight as it does other people. 
BE REALLY REFRESHED 
Bottled under aulhorlty of 
The Coca·Cola Company by 




India Madras Sport Coat 
$29.95 
This Week's 'Saluted Squire' is 
Hap O'Daniel 
Sports Editor, Xavier News 
If your name appean above you wlll receive 
a sport shirt when you present this ad anti 
Identification. 
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Fmnily Dc1y Completes Plans 
(Continued from page 1) changed for prizes at the end of 
which would normally be found in the evening. The price of admis-
a regular Casino will be used at sion will include $1.00 in stage 
Xavier on this night. Tickets for money to be used in the purchase 
the Band Concert, Dance and of chips for the Casino. These chips 
Casino may be purchased at $2.50 will also be honored at the refresh-
per person. Chips may be ex- ment booths. Additional chips may 
VACATION JOBS FOR STUDENTS 
If you desire su111mer employment our 
Cincinnati office has opportunities avail· 
able which will enable you to earn in 
excess of $100.00 per week. 
YOU ~IUST BE ABLE TO :MEET THESE 
REQUIREMENTS-
18 to 28 years of age 
At least 6 months of college 
Available for em}lloyment by June 15th 
Can work until Se1ltember 1st 
Fm· lnte1·vietv C<1ll GA1·Jield 1-0526 
"Alonclay thni F1·iclay from 10 until 1 :00 
$90.00 per week salary fo1· a minimum of 11 weeks 
after a three day training period. 
:····:.····· 
:,:, ..... · 
Take my shirt, my lit. notes and 




YOU TELL HER, MAN. The Court King is your shoe ... professional traction· tread soles, 
flexible instep, full cushioning. A pro on the tennis court, but just as right with slacks. 
A GIRL HAS RIGHTS. Like having a Champion Oxford made just for women. Comes with 
fashionable new taper toe-or round toe, if preferred. Light in weight, cool and colorful. 
fi)s. :s~mi;:~·~:.;.;.;:;.;·;.:.'..~:;:~::·. r 
Roe~ efoller Center, flew York 20, New York 
be purchased as desired. Tickets 
may. be purchased by contacting 
any of the many Dorm represen-
tatives or by contacting Bob 
Beirne, Jr. 
Wintergreen for President, and TERGREEN IS A VOTE 
remember: "A VOTE FOR WIN- FOR WINTERGREEN!!" 
Wintergreen MILLER'S ALL STAR 
(Continued from Page 1) 
a large and mystic symbol on a 
piece of paper with his desk pen, 
he added confidently: "and the 
men who sign their signature with 
this mark." DAmY •LL 11•• Foons 
"' The Shield of Qnality 
Attention Americans! America 
needs a man who is on the alert, 
who knows the inside story, who 
will base his platform-not on 
hate and prejudice, but on Love-
sweeping, passionate, national 
LOVE! America needs love. 
America needs J.P. Wintergreen! 
He's the man the people choose! 
656 EAST McMILLAN WO 1-2474 




UP FRONT THAT 
COUNTS! 
"Flavor, Ho!" The Admiral Shouted 
As He SightedlFtLTER-BLE.NDI 
From the Captain's log ••• 
One Day Out. Weighed anchor 
and set sail in search of a filter 
cigarette that really tastes like a 
cigarette. Crew thinks this is wild 
goose chase. 
One Week Out. Have sigtlted 
many filter cigarettes and smoked 
same. Crew still thinks the world 
is flat. 
One Month Out. Discovered 
New World of smoking pleasure: 
Winston! It is the only cigarette 
with a modern filter plm Filter-
Blend - rich, golden tobaccos not 
only specially selected, but also 
speci1tlly processed for filter smok-
ing. Crew now thinks this is a 
pleasure cruise. 
One Year Out. Crew has muti-
nied. Refuses to go back to the Old 
World (non-Winston Hemisphere). 
I agree. Therefore I am founding a 
colony called Filter-Blend. Colony's 
motto will be: 
Winston tastes good ~ .. like a cigarette should! 
R. J, REYNOLDS TOBACCO co .. WINSTON·s•i:rii. N. c. 
